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Addressing a question of van Douwen, we determine equivalent conditions for a point p E N* 
to be the image of 1 under a simultaneous homeomorphism and additive isomorphism from /3N 
to N*. We show also that if p is in the minimal ideal or is far away from the minimal ideal, it 
cannot be the image of 1. 
, 
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homeomorphism Stone-tech compactilication 
minimal ideal isomorphism 
[t is a well-known fact that any infinite closed subset of PN, the Stone-tech 
compactification of the set N of positive integers, contains a homeomorphic opy 
of PN. (Gillman and Jerison [3] attribute this fact to tech.) It is also well known 
that PN has an operation + extending ordinary addition on N and making PN a 
left topological semigroup with N as its center (see [5], for background and 
numerous applications). In [2], van Douwen asked whether N* = /3N\N contains 
a topological and algebraic opy of all of PN. It is this question which we investigate 
here. 
For each n E IV, cl( Ah) is a topological and algebraic opy of PN. Thus PN does 
trivially contain as proper subsets topological and algebraic opies of itself. It is 
also known that N* does contain numerous copies of an important compact 
subsemigroup, namely n,, ,,, cl( N2”) (see [4, Theorem 5.63 and [6]). 
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DMS-8520873. 
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We investigate whether a given T: /3N + IV* is an isomorphism and a homeo- 
morphism in terms of the point p = r(1). In Section 2 we derive a list of conditions 
equivalent o the assertion that r is an isomorphism and a homeomorphism. We 
also investigate one of the conditions in detail. 
In Section 3 we show that copies of j3N cannot be found where copies of 
n nE N cl( N2”) are known to live, namely on the closure of relatively thin subsets 
of N. We also show that T( 1) cannot be in the minimal ideal of PN. 
We take the points of /3N to be the ultrafilters on N, a point w E N being identified 
with e(n) = (A c N: n E A}. A basis for the open sets and for the closed sets of @N 
is (A: A E Nj, where A = (p E /3N: A E p). The operation + on /3N is characterized 
by the fact that AEp+q if and only if (xE N: A-xcp)Eq, where A-x= 
{YEN: y+x~A}. 
Given p E PN, the operations A, and pP are defined by A,(q) = p + 
q +p. The assertion that PN is a left topological semigroup says t 
continuous (and + is associative). It is also a fact that pP is contin 
pE N. 
Given a set A and n E N, [A]” = (F c A: IFI = n}. 
a homeo 
We begin by considering p = T( 1). 
efinition. Let p E N*. Define a,:N+N* by o,(l)=p and, for MN, 
eJn+l)=a,(n)+p. 
Thus a,(n) is p+p+m - l +pn times. 
2.2. a. Let r : PN + N” and let p = T( 1). If r is continuous and a homomorphism, 
then ~=a:. 
roof. Since T is continuous it suffices to show that T agrees with aP on N. But this 
follows immediately from the fact that r is a homomorphism. Cl 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2 we are interested in determinin 
of a,(n). 
e members 
2.3. . Let (A,,,):=, be a sequence of subsets of N and let n E N. Then 
FS,,((A,)~=,) = {cy=, Xi : there exists m,, m,, . . . , m, E N with each Xi E A,, and, if 
i< n, mi+l> lllaX(Xi, ftli}}. 
sequenci 
LetpE * and let and n E N. Then D E UJ n) if and only if there 
is a (A,): =, of members of p with FS,(( 
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. We proceed by induction on n. Given a sequence (A,):=, in p with 
FS,((A,)~=& D we have A,EFS,((A,)~=JG D so D~p=uJl). Given DEB, 
let A,,, = D for each m E N. Then FS,((A,)E=,) = D. 
Let n E N and assume the lemma is valid for n. Let D E uP(n + 1) = gP( n) +p and 
let E ={XE N: D-XEuJn)}. Then EEL. Given XC E, D-xEOp(n) so pick a 
sequence (Ax,,)~=l in p with FS,((A&“,=,) E D-x. Let Al = E and for m > 1 let 
AIn =Enf-I{Ax,,: XCE andx<m)(orif(x~E:x<m}=P),letA,=E).Trivially 
each A, up. To see that FS,+,((A,)~=,)c D, let mi9 mz. . 5., m,,, and 
Xl,~2,-==,Xwkl be given with each xi E Ami and if i s n, mi+, > max(xi, mi). We show 
that Cyzi XiE FS,((A,,,,)z=,), SO that CyTi XiC D-xi and hence CyJ: xie D as 
required. For i E (1,2, . . . , n), let yi = xi+1 and ri = mi+l . Then immediately, if i < n 
we have ri+l > max(yi, rij SO we need only show each yi E Ax,,r,. NOW yi = xi+1 E
Ami+I = A, s Ax,,,i, since x1 E E and x1 < m2 s mi+l = ri. 
Now assume we have a sequence (A,)~=, in p with FS,+,((A,)~=,)z D. We 
show that A, c (x E N: D-x E aP( n)} so that D c uP( n) +p = uP( n + l), as required. 
Let x E A,. For each m E N, let Bm = Ax+m. Then FS,((B,)~=,) cz a,(n). To see that 
FS,((B,)z=,) c D-X, let ZE FS,((Bm)z=,). Pick yl, ~2,. . . , yn and rl, r2,. . . , r, SO 
that z =Cy=, yip each yi E Bri and, if i < n, then ri+l> max(ri, yi}. Let ~1 =X and 
m,=l.ForiE{2,3 ,..., n + l}, let Xi = yi-1 and let mi =ri_,+X.Then Z+X=~~~~ Xi.
Also x+A, =A,,. Now m2 =r,+~>xsl and if iE{2,3,...,n}, mi+,=ri+X> 
ri_l+X=mi and mi+l=ri+X>yi_l = Xi SO that mi+, > max{mi, xi}. Finally 
if i E (2,3, . . . , n + l}, xi = yi-1 E Br,_, = Ax+r,_, = Ami* ThUS Z+X=CyL: Xi E 
FSnt,((Am)~=,) c_ D so z E D-x as required. Cl 
By Lemma 2.2 we have any simultaneous homeomorphism and isomorphism from 
PN to a subset of N* must be m: for some p E IV*. Given that a; is an embedding 
(i.e., a homeomorphism to its range) one has necessarily that aP : N -+ N” is one-to- 
one and (a,(n): n E N} is discrete. 
2.5. Theorem. Let p E N* and assume that up is one-to-one and (o,(n): n E N) is 
discrete. The following are equivalent. 
(a) a! is a homeomorphism and an isomorphism to uf[PN]. 
(b) For all qE N*, aE(q)+p=p+uf(q). 
(c) For all qEPN, u$(q)+p=p+uf(q). 
(d) pp” a; is continuous. 
(e) For all qEPN, uf(q+l)=uz(q)+p. 
( f) uf is a homomorphism. 
roof. (a)*(b). Let qE N”. Then 
u;(q)+p=u;(q)+u~(l)=u;(q+l)=u;(1+q) 
=u;(1)+u,8(q)=p+u;(q). 
(Recall that N is the center of (PN, +).) 
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(b)+(c). This is immediate since for any n E _A!., o (n)+p and p+uJn) are the 
sum of p with itself n + 1 times. 
(c)*(d). Given q E PN, 
Thus ppoupB=Apou~. s ince AP and 0; are continuous, so is pp 0 a:. 
(d)*(e). By the definition of up, we have that for all n E N, up(n + 1) = o,(n)+p. 
Thus, for all n E N (up 0 p*)(n) = (p,, 0 u,,)(n). Thus (up 0 p,)@ = (pp 0 up)@ while, 
since pP 0 a! is continuous, (pP 0 ~7~)’ =pp 0 upa. Also, since 1 E N we have p1 is 
continuous o (up 0 pJB = 0: 0 pl. Consequently, given q E /3N we have 
c$(q + 1) = (a; O p&I) = (up O PSY?) = (Pp O qJYd 
= (pp O u;,(q) = ups +P. 
(e)_(f). Let q E /3N. We first show by induction on n that for all n E N, uF( q + 
n) = u;(q) + uJ n), the case n = 1 following immediately from our assumption (e). 
Let n E N be given and assume ug(y + n) = u:(q)+ u,,(n). Theq 
&q+(n+l))= af((q+n)+I)=u,B(q+n)+P 
=uF(q)+uJn)+p=u,B(q)+u,(n+l). 
We thus have that the continuous functions ups 0 A, and A,;(,, 0 ut agree on N 
and hence on /3N. Now, given TV BN we have 
u,B(q+r)=(ups oh,)(r)=(Am;(,,” uf)(r)=u;(q)+u:(f% 
as required. 
(f)*(a). Since a; is continuous, closed and, by assumption, a homomorphism, 
it suffices to show it is one-to-one. But this follows immediately from the fact that 
up is one-to-one with iscrete, and hence strongly discrete, range. 0 
In the next section we shall utilize condition (b) of Theorem 2.5 to establish that 
often at is not a homomorphism. We investigate that condition in more detail now. 
.6. eorem. Let p, q E N *. Then u!(q) +p f p + u;(q) if and only if there exist 
sequences (F,)z=, of elements of q and (A,):= 1 of elements of p such that, whenever 
SE F,, nEA,, and tE F,, one has 
W’SrUr+,XL) + 4 n FSs+A(As+,X=,) = 0. 
Suficiency. Let B=U{FS,((A,+,)~,,)+n: nEA, and r~ and G= 
U{FS,+,((A,+,):=,): s E F& Since B n @ = 0, it suffices to show that 
and CEp+uf(q). 
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To see that BE at(q)+p, we show A, cry {XE N: B -XE u!(q)). Let n E Al and 
suppose B - n e g!(q). Then N’,(B - n) is a neighborhood of c$(q) SO pick D c 4 
wi;th o$[B J g N\(B - n). Since F, E q, pick: r E D n F,. Then o&Q E N\(B - n), 
that is B - n L a,(r). On the other hand, by Lemma 2.4, FS,((A,+,)z=,) E a,(r) while 
FS,((A,,,)z,,) s B - ~1, a contradiction. 
ToseethatC~p+o,8(~),letE={~~N:C-~~g}andsupposeE~a~(q).Pick 
H E q with a$[@] c N\E. Since Z-Z Eq, pick s E F1 n H. Now N/E E up(s). Since 
also FS,((A,+,)~=,) E cP(s), pick y E FS,((A,+,)~=,) n (N\E). Pick x1, x2,. , , x, 
and ml,m2,..., m, in N SO that y = Es= 1 Xi, each Xi E A,+,i and, if i c 
032 , . . . , s - l), mi+l> max{xi, nZi)* Let t = max(x,, m,)+ 1. Then immediately + 
A s+l s: FS,+r((A,+,)z=,) c C. Thus C-y E p so that y E E, contradiction. 
Necessity. Choose B E a;(q) + p and C E p + cr,8( q) with B n C = (8. Let D = 
(xcN: B-xeof(q)} and let E=(ycN: C-yip}, so that Dep and Ecuf(q). 
Given n a:ld r in N, if B - 9 E crp(r) choose a sequence ( Gn,r,,)z=l of members of 
p with FS,((G,,,,)“,=,) r B - n. If B - n G cp( r), let G,,r,m = N for all m E IV. Given 
s E N, if E E a,(s) choose a sequence (Hs,m)z=I of members of p with 
FS,((Z&,,)~=,) 5 E. If E ti crJs), let Z&,,,, = N for all m E IV. Since E E a$( q), choose 
Z E q with o$[r] E E. Given n E N, if B - n E o:(q) choose J,, E q with a$[.&] C_ 23 - n. 
If B - n @ o!(q), let Jn = N.Ify~E(sothatC-y~p),letK,,=C-y.Ify&E,let 
K,, = N. 
Now for n E N, let F, =ZnJ,,n{re N: r>n}. Given TV N let 
Then (F,):, , is a sequence of members of q and (A,)>, is a sequence of members 
ofp. Now let s E F, , n E Al, and r E F, be given. We show that FS,((A,+m jzcl) + n c B 
and FS,+,((A,+,)~=,) c_ C. Since n E D we have B - n E a;(q) so c$[I~] c_ B - n. 
Since r~ & we have B -n E a,(r) so that FS,((G,,,,)z=,) c B-n. Now, given m E N 
we have t+m>r>n (since rcF,) and r+m>m so A,+m~G,,t,m. Thus 
FS,((A,+,EL,) z FS,W,,,,)“,=d c B - n. 
To see that FS,,,((A,+,,,)~,,) c_ C, let z E FS,+,((A,+,)“,,,) and choose 
x1, x2, . . . . xS+l and ml, m2,. . . , m,+l such that z = CiL: Xi, each Xi E As+n?i zand if 
iE(1,2,..., s), mi+l> max(xi, mi). NOW s E Z SO E E G,,(S) SO FS,((Hs,,m)“,, ) E E 
Now given any m, s+m>s and s+m>m so A,+,&&,, and hence 
FS,((A,+,)z,I) 5 FS,((&,)“,=,) C_ E. Let y =z;=, Xi. Then y E FS,((A,+m)“,=,) so 
yeE SO K,=C-y. NOW Y=C~=,X~CS*~,+,<(~,+~)~<(S+~,+,)~ SO A,+mS+,G 
K,==C-y and hence x,++C-y so that z=x,+,+y~C as required. U 
The condition of Theorem 2.6 comes tantalizingly close to saying that Q$ could 
never be an embedding and an isomorphism. That is, if aP is one-to-one and 
(a,(n): n E N) is discrete one easily gets a sequence (A,,,>~=, of members of p with 
FS,((A,+,)“,,,) n FS,((A,,,)“,=,) =P whenever f s. One does not however have 
in general that n + FS,((A,+,)~,,) c FS,+,((A,+,+,)~,,) when n c r and n E A,. 
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When a set B is sufficient Iy thin, FS(B) contains c pairwise disjoint copies (both 
algebraic and topological) of the subsemigroup n;--, J(N2”) of /3N [4,6 
FS( B) = {C F: F is a finite nonempty subset of I?). By conFrast we show here, that 
if 16 is sufficiently thin and p E k?, then a! is not a homomorphism. Note that the 
hypotheses on Theorem 3.1 hold (with N = C) when B satisfies uniqueness of sums 
(that is 6, W c B and C G = C N implies G = I-I), in particular when each member 
of B is greater than the sum of its predecessors. 
3.1. Theorem. Let B and C be i@nite subsets of N and assume that whqnever r, s E C, 
G E [ B3’+‘, H E [D]s+l, andCG=CHonehasr= s cd let p, q E N*. If B E p and 
CEq, then of(q)+p#p+cr,B(q). 
roof. For each t E let j(t) E (C, ‘I, 2, . . . , t-l) with Nt+j(t)Ep. Pick WE N so 
that, for any n E N\(a) there exists t > n with j(t) it n. Given n E N, if n = a, let 
= n + 1. If n # Q, pick t, > n with j( 6,) # n. For each n E N, let F, = C n 
;lifN:x>R)andletA. = A,_, n (Nt, +j( t”)) with Al = B\(a). Then (IQ:=, is a 
sequence of elements of q and (A,):=, is a sequence of elememts of p. 
To see that these sequences are as required by Theorem 2.6, ?et s E Fl, n E A,, 
and r~ F, and suppose WC‘ have YE (FS,({A,+,)~=,)+n)n FS,+,((A,+,)~=,). 
Choose ml, m2,. .., I);,- and x,,;rr, ..., X, with each XiEAr+mi and y=Cj=, xi+n. 
Choose II, 12,. . . , isi-1 and 21, 22, . . . , Zs+l with each Zi E A,+, and y = Csl: xi. Let 
G=(x,,x2 ,..., x,, n} and H - (z,, z2, . . . , z,+,}. Then G E [ISIr+‘, H E [ B]‘+l, and 
C G=y=C H. Since r, .H. C we have r=s. 
Now s=r>n, since r~ _ .Fn. ‘I%us each Zi E A, c Nt, +- j( t”) SO 
s+l 
Y = E Zis(s+l)*j(t,)(mod t”). 
i=l 
AIS0 each Xi E A, SO 
y= ;f Xi+n= i xi+nEs*j($“)+n(mod in). 
i=l i=l 
Thus j( t,) = n(mod t,). Since 0s j( t,,) < in and O< R c in we have n = j( t,), a contra- 
diction since n E A, so that n f a. 0 
At the opposite extreme from ultrafilters living on thin sets are those lying in the 
minimal ideal M of fiN. Because it is a compact left topoIogica1 semigroup PN has 
a smallest wo-sided ideal called the “minimal ideal”. Also, M is the union of 
all the minimal right ideals and is the union of ali the minimal left ideals. Given a 
minimal left ideal L and a minimal right ideal R, W n L is a group. ( these facts are 
rt 171. They may also be found in [l].) A point p of PN is in the 
if and only if each member of p is piecewise syndetic. That is, given 
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A E p there exists n such that U;= I(A - t) conialrs arbitrari’y long blocks (see for 
i?yarrlple [4, Theorem 4.51). 
nd assume CT; is a komeomorphism and atz isomorphism to
Suppose apS[flIVj c and pick a minimal right ideal R gald a minimal Ieft 
ideal L with PE R n L. We claim $~@N]E W n E. To thiF end let qc PN and 
suppose opp(s) ~4 R. Since CT!(Q) c M, pick a minimal right ideal R’ with u;(q) E R’. 
Now R n R’ = B since otherwise it would be a right ideal properly contained in R 
But p+a;(q)c R+plVc R while p+c$(q)=c+$(q)+pE R’+PNc R’, a contra- 
diction. Similarly af[/3l\i ] E L. 
Now as an algebraic copy of PN, aE[@V] contains 2’ idem;lotents (see [2, 
Theorem 4.53). But R n L is a group (with only one idempotent). ‘“his contradiction 
completes the proof. Cl 
3.% T~o~MB. Let p E N* and assume of is a homeomorphism and an isomorphism 
to its range. Then p f! 
root. Suppose p E M. Pick a minimal right ideal R with p E R. Now R being a 
minimal right ideal is closed (since R = AJ@V]). Given PI E IV., a,(n) E R SO CTJ IV] e 
R so of[fliu] = cl O-J M] E R E 44, contradicting Lemma 3.2. Cl 
Beyond the obvious question of whether any p has o-z as a homeomorphism and 
ar\ isomorphism, Theorem 3.3 raises the question of whether such p can be found 
in cl AC?. 
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